
 

New Movie God Versus UFOs States That Some Members
Of The US & UK Governments Think That UFOS Are
Actually Demons!

Friday 26 January, 2024

GOD VERSUS UFOS - A NEW FILM ABOUT THE PARANORMAL SIDE OF UFOS

NOW ON YOUTUBE WATCH HERE:

https://youtu.be/PdsX2JBTSjU?si=FeNjVQMRzBc0X4lW

By award winning film-maker of God Versus Aliens - a hit film on Tubi in the US.

Stars - Prof Avi Loeb (Harvard), Nick Pope (from hit TV show Ancient Aliens), Yvette Fielding (Most
Haunted), Guy Thompson (presenter), Evelyn Hollow (BBC’s Uncanny), Ian Broadmore
(Demonologist), John Hanson (Great British UFO Learning Centre), Rev Daniel Thompson & Philip
Kinsella (author).

This documentary explores the other worldly aspect of UFOs looking at wether there are links with the
paranormal or whether science and the mysterious world of quantum physics can explain the
phenomena?

It also looks at the religious and spiritual side of UFOs with many in the British and US Governments
sincerely believing that UFOS are demonic or satanic in origin. It also looks into Project Blue Beam
which is a conspiracy theory alleging that the deep state or Illuminati are planning to use cutting edge
holographic technology to create a false flag Alien Invasion or a fake flag second coming of Christ. The
aim is put populations into fear and to usher in a One World Government.

Nick Pope who used to work for the UK's Ministry Of Defence in their UFO department states int the film:

"So, as crazy as it might sound to some, for example, there is a faction within, particularly the US
government, but I've seen it in the UK as well, who believe that UFOs are demonic.

And they get this, in a large part, from a passage in the Bible in the book of Ephesians, which talks about
Satan in terms of being, "The prince of the power of the air." And this faction, through that and maybe
some other things too, have convinced themselves that this or some of this may be demonic, and
therefore they say that you shouldn't engage with it, you shouldn't study it, because that feeds it energy."

The film also looks at those who have claimed to have manifested the appearance of UFOS simply by
using their own minds. It’s called Close Encounters of the 5th Kind. John Hanson a retired CID detective
and now owner of The Great British UFO Learning Centre states that he and a group of friends actually
manifested Orb like UFOs whilst meditation in Rendelsham Forest which was actually the site of one of
the most famous UK UFO landings back in 1980.

We also speak with renowned Demonologist Ian Broadmore who worked alongside Rev Paul Ingolsby on
Admiral Lord Hill Norton’s report into UFOs which stated that they were demonic in origin.

The film is out now and free to watch for a limited time on YouTube
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